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4.

Foreword

The basis for a public relations (PR) program* for a local
education association is a planned and systematic two-way proc-
ess of communication between the association and its membership
and external publics. Association PR programs begin by building
an active, participating, and informed membership. This requires
effective communication, and experiende has shown that one of
the best tools for such communication is a local association publi-
cation. Whether it is called a bulletin or a newsletter, it serves
these purposes:

Informs members of current activities of the association,
as well as of the state and national associations.

Offers a sounding board for teacher opinions.

Promotes in-service education and sharing of successful
classroom procedures.

Provides for the active participation of many members.

Records association programs and accomplishments.

Brings prestige to the association and its members.

All of these purposes are important to the local association.
But the most important service of the local association newsletter,
according to John H. Starie, NEA's director of membership devel-
opment, is "to communicate to the membership information about
the issues and programs of the association."

A communications breakdown will not be corrected by simply
increasing the flow of printed materials. Nor can an effective pub-
lic relations program rely solely upon publications. Printed means
of communication have unique features, but they cannot take the
place of face-to-face contact. There is no substitute for continu-
ing, person-to-person relations in conducting a communications



program. An association newsletter, then, is a supplementary tool
of communication, not a primary one.

As an aid to face-to-face communication, printed matter has
several important advantages: I

;
Permanenceprinted material can be kept indefinitely, as
opposed to the spoi6M;y4or. Print has an atmosphere of
authority and finality.

Referencebecause it is permanently available, printed
material gives readers a chance to return to it, to review
and reexamine the information and refresh their memory.
Completenessprinted information can provide many de-
tails, background informatiorrand statistics, and extensive
interpretation that is difficult to handle with the spoken
word.

,1'
Selectionreaders can choose the printed messages they
wish to read and how much they will read. "We attend to
that which we wish to attend to," psychologists report, and
interest is the key. In addition, readers will expose them-
selves to print when they want to, at the time when they
are most receptive to the message.

A common complaint among teachers is that they are
swamped with forms to fill out, papers to file, and bulletins and
newsletters to read. Ironically, the same teachers complain of
being uninformed about what is going on in the schools and in
their education association. The professional association news-
letter or newspaper can be an answer to these problemsif it
answers effectively and dramatically the needs of teachers. If it
says something that teachers want to think about and talk about,
if it is attractive and easy to read, it will be read.

If it is just another hard-to-read mimeographed compilation
of "junk" that finds its way into teachers' mailboxes, it will end
up with all of the other uninteresting material in that mailboxin
the wastebasket!
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Hewn by Analyzing

The most important factor related to any publication is the
audience for whom it is intended. WHO will read the association
newsletter shapes the scope and purpose of its content and the
method of distribution. (See Appendix C for a list of points which
should be considered before publication and at least once a year
after a newsletter has begun publication.)

The association's newsletter is primarily intended to serve the
needs and interests of its members. But it can also be utilized to

promote good public relations and inform interested individuals
and groups of the program and activities of the association.

A complimentary copy of each issue of the newsletter should
be sent to those who do not belong to the organization but who

should know about association activities. These include members
of the board of education, teachers who are not members of the

association, officials of local parent-teacher organizations, commu-
nity leaders, members of the board of directors of the chamber of

4 commerce, and representatives of news media in the community.
Retired teachers also appreciate receiving a copy of each issue.
And it is valuable to the editor of the association publication to
arrange an exchange of newsletters with other education associa-

tions in the state.
Copies should also be sent to the director of publications of

the state association. Certain issues might be sent to state legisla-
tors, congressional representatives; and chairmen of education
committees of local civic, business, and industrial groups.

A study of the types of people and kinds of audiences who
receive the newsletter will help newsletter editors recognize the
unique qualities and needs of the readers. Don't try to be all
things to all people, because not all people read an association
newsletter. In other words, says Robert L. Jacobson, an editor
of Ediness Newsletter, make a virtue of necessity by first identify-
ing, then acknowledging, and finally sticking to a specific pur-
poseserving the members of the association. (Edpress News-
letter is the publication of the Educational Press Association of
America, an independent association of some 600 education peri-
odicals and the men and women directly responsible for them.)
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A footnote to the idea of circulating the association news-
letter to a select external mailing list: Don't send a copy of the
association's newsletter to members, or to anyone else, if you
wouldn't read it yourself!

The external mailing list can become a monster if someone is
not delegated the task of keeping it current. But the investment,
in terms of time and money, in distribution to an external selected
audience can be recovered many fold in public relations and
publicity.

The Editor Needs hem

Too often the "editorial board" of a local association news-
letter consists of one person. Many times, the newsletter editor is
the only one responsible for rounding up association news (usually
well after the fact), deciding what to include in the issue, pound-
ing out the copy, cutting stencils, running the ditto or mimeograph
machine, sorting, mailing, and perhaps even distributing copies to
every school building. No wonder newsletter editors are hard
to find!

Even the experienced association newsletter editor feels
more comfortable and more effective if he has an editorial com-
mittee. Use the opportunity provided by having such a committee
for the active participation of many members. Recruitment of
several association members to serve as an editorial committee, to
supply information and stories, and to help in the duplication and
distribution process is required if the editor is to accomplish his
assignment effectively.

Members of an association editorial board or committee
should reflect diversity of background and experience in both ele-
mentary and secondary levels of instruction. One or two officers
of the association, including the executive director, should also
be on the board. Editorial policy should be formulated by this
editorial board. The policy, though, is intended for guidance,
not restraint.

The editor should be a member of the executive board of the
association. He cannot correctly inform and interpret the activi-
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tics of the association to members, and to others, if he does not
have firsthand access to the information.

What Should Do into a Newsletter

Two questions stand out: What should be put into the news-
letter? and flow can the story best be told?

So, content is the most important.
Good layout creates a desire to read. But it cannot make

effective an inadequate bit of writing about a topic that is not
interesting to the reader. No layout has ever been devised that
will save uninteresting or poorly written text. To communicate
successfully through the printed page, editors must present good
material in a way that will create interest.

(See Appendix A for examples of newsletter formats. Book-
let #4 in this series, Internal PR, includes discussion of the need
for regular printed publications as part of the public relations

6 program and touches upon development of a logotype for use on
all printed materials.)

There is much that teachers won't read and even more that
they have no time to read, Yet there are certain subjects that
will attract the curiosity of even the most harried teacher. If the
newsletter editor is to become more than a supplier of the school
district's wastepaper collection, he will have to find these areas
of interest.

Some Questions . . .

Here are some guidelines used by the Pennsylvania State
Education Association (PSEA) to discover what is likely to
interest readers of local association bulletins:

What problems in the school district have resulted from
overcrowding, the report card system, the film rental sys-
tem, etc.?

What is happening in neighboring districts? What are the
salaries, fringe benefits, sick leave allowances, special pro-
grams, systems of negotiation?
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Where do the professional organization dues gospe-
cific ally?

How does the school system's teacher appraisal system
work'? Are teachers permitted to discuss their evaluations
with their principals?

Which teachers are retiring this year?

What unusual projects are teachers in certain grade or
subject areas conducting in their classes?

What is the association planning to do about classroom in-
terruptions, advertising of vacancies, coffee in the lounge,
etc.?

Who arc the new teachers this year? \Vhat do they look
like? \Vhat are their interests and specialities in teaching?

What's in the professional negotiation agreementin sim-
ple laxiguage? What does it mean to each teacher?

What educational expenses can be deducted for income
tax purposes?
What federal programs are being conducted in the district?
Who is involved? How will this affect existing programs?

\Vhat should teachers know about the provisions of the
retirement law? New certification legislation?

What is the school administration and board of education
doine, to strengthen school discipline policies?

\Vhat honors, awards, and advanced deuces have been
won by the teachers in the district?

What's going on with the committees of the association?

. . . And Some Answers

So much for possible questions. The answers illustrate sev-
eral facets of the local association newsletter, as outlined in The
Editen's Handbook. distributed by the NEA's Membership Devel-
opment Section:

1. News affecting the pocketbook and welfare programs and
news about local school systems' personnel policies usually rank
high.

9



2. News about the status of the teacher also is important.
Association activities normally seek to enhance this status; they
deserve a lot of space. Besides, they involve the names of people
readers know, thus satisfying curiosity about the doings and
accomplishments of fellow educators.

3. Ncw laws and rules issued at the state levelthe legisla-
ture, the state department, or the state education associationarc
often inadequately reported in the local commercial press. The
association bulletin can and should help to fill this gap. What's
true at the state level is equally true of the federal government,
the NEA, and other agencies that affect the entire nation.

4. Names often make news, especially during political cam-
paigns and elections. The association newsletter has a responsi-
bility to make information about candidates broadly available.

John Staric points out that the local association newsletter
should not duplicate material members might find elsewhere.
"Whenever it covers state and national issucs," he suggests, "it

8 should give them a local slant."
Bcn Brodinsky, a past president of Edpress, offers another

suggestion for the content of newsletters:

I would make sure every issue had at least one of the follow-
ing kinds of articles: I) a description of a significant teach-
ing practice in the local schools; 2) a description of an intcr-
csting administrative procedure in the local schools; 3) a
description of an important innovation in local association
practices.

The trouble with some local newsletters, says Brodinsky, is that
they are "nothing more than calendars of coming events."

To avoid the "calendar syndrome":
Articles might include a column by the president or executive

director, when they have reasons to command space, interviews
with board members and school administrators on plans, prob-
lems, or programs; actions and activities of the state education
association and NEA, interpreted for their effect on the local
association and its members; a brief calendar of association
activities.
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Special articles in appropriate issues could include a list of
all officers and committees; concise reports of committees; agenda
of regular association meetings; brief biographies of new teachers;
discussion of issues by delegates to regional, state, and national
meetings; summaries of state and national policy decisions and
how they relate to the local association and the teacher; messages
from the school board and local PTA groups; local, state, and
NEA membership reports.

Feature stories might conic from these areas: interesting
classroom projects; building projects; association services with
regard to sick leave, salary schedule, retirement, insurance; recre-
ational activities; recommended professional reading; briefs of
current articles of professional interest in other publications; news
of community projects; platforms of candidates for public office.

Ways To Get the Ness

Webster defines edit as "to give out, put forth; publish; to
prepare an edition of; to revise and prepare for publication; to
superintend or direct the publication of; to direct the editorial
policies of; to modify, by excisions, curtailment, or the like." All
of which simply means that editors get facts, write or rewrite news
accounts, edit these to fit the space available, and get a newsletter
into print.

But, as Webster points out, sonic "superintending" is also
involved. Editors, to be successful, simply can't do everything.
The first and most important job is to get other members of the
association to help in the news gathering and writing. By-lines
are all that can be offered teachers who submit material for a local
association newsletter, but even a by-line can mean a small taste
of glory and the opportunity to take part in some interesting meet-
ings and probably meet key people.

Now to the hard partwhere to find news. There arc sev-
eral ways to get it:

The "beat" system. Here the school district territory is
divided into "beats" or regular rounds. A teacher-reporter should
be selected in each school building to gather news items from
teachers. Reporters are best recruited through personal contact

11



THE
TELEPHONE
CHAIN

(example)
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Joseph Parks
Executive Board Member

883-6495

KNOX HIGH SCHOOL

Nancy Aaron
232-9523

Or

Harry Sherman
282-7621

RHOADES SCHOOL

Carolyn Joyce
531-2458

Or

James Schiller
342-3776

DEEP SPRING SCHOOL HIGHLAND ELEM.

Arthur Bonacci Wayne Miller
341-8356 612-6758

Or or

Faretta Marks Anna Mae Scully
857-3986 396-5266
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MANHEIM JR. HIGH

John Brawley
395-8395

Or

Stella Dowling
578-0495

HARRIS SCHOOL

Andy Dalton
278-3095

Or

Bill Dunlap
613-3684

Joseph Parks
Executive Board Member

883-6495



with association members, just as they themselves need personal
contact to obtain story ideas from fellow teachers.

Teacher-reporters should be able to write, but more impor-
tantly should have an awareness of pertinent issues, an interest in
people, and natural curiosity.

Teacher-reporters can also be assigned to "cover" meetings
of the board of education and major committee sessions of the
local association. Other teachers can be asked to take the job
of reading local newspapers and clipping relevant education
stories, if only to keep track of ideas which may deserve further
exploration.

The telephone chain. This is another method used by some
local association editors to collect leads for news from the various
buildings in the school district. Here teachers simply pass on
story ideas through an organized communication chain, such as
the one illustrated on the facing page.

Publications of the Pennsylvania State Education Associa-
tion caution local editors on the pitfalls of establishing a network
of reporters without helping them help teachers identify what is
news (anything timely that interests members of the association).

Joe Stocker, director of PR and publications for the Arizona
Education Association, suggests that the newsletter editor might
even supply teacher-reporters with actual samples of stories that
have appeared :n association newsletters. Some might come from
old issues of their own newsletter and some from newsletters of
other associations. (Editors can get on "exchange" mailing lists
merely by writing to other editors and offering to swap copies.
The state association can assist in obtaining the names and
addresses of other locals with newsletters.) A few sample stories
should be marked and taken to the first meeting with the teacher-
reporter staff. Sample: Greene Opposes Traditionthe story of
a sixth-grade teacher who's teaching math by having his pupils
actually bank some money, observe the stock market, etc. Sample:
What Happens Wizen You Report?a first-person account by a
teacher on jury duty. "These, by the way, are actual examples
from two of our livelier association newsletters in Arizona," says
Stocker.

News request forms. DON'T send teachers a notice asking
for items for the next issue of the newsletter. For one thing, most

13
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Dear YTEA member:
We ask ONE MINUTE of your timejust a quick

rundown over this checklist of items we might use in the
next issue of the newsletter:

Do you have information concerning:

_A novel classroom project
_Suggested professional reading
_Suggested programs for the local association
_Teacher activities that should be commended
_Summer plans for study or travel
__Completion of an advanced degree
_Suggestions for improving communications within

the district

Awards or distinctions received by a faculty
member

_A system used in another school district that
might well be put into practice here
Questions about school district policy that might
be of general interest to other members of the
faculty

_Questions about new buildings, new programs,
changes in curriculums, etc., expressed by a
number of teachers

_onors that have come to a student through the
efforts of his teacher

Another item that would be good to include in
the newsletter

Specify.

Now send this form, appropriately checked, to me before
November 15.

Thank you,
YOUR NAME Joe Blaze

14



teachers think that what is happening to them is of no particular
interest to anyone else; for another, whatever does come to mind
would take time to write out.

How many news "bites" would come in from this bait?

ATTENTION: ALL YTEA MEMBERS

The deadline for reporting all news for the next issue of the
newsletter is next Thursday, November 15. Please send
your news to me through the interschool mail by that date.

Joe Blaze
Newsletter Representative

Not very many, probably.
Teachers who read that message may not be able to think

of anything "new and exciting," or may not even be really sure
what "news" means, or, if they have something to report, don't
have time to write it out.

Better results come when members get some suggestions to
work from in a manner that is easy and quick. PSEA provides
local association editors with a sample news request form like the
one on the facing page.

Aids for the Editor

The tickler file. Most city editors in daily newspapers have
a file or "future book" where they keep written ideas to "tickle
their memory" about future news stories. Many editors start
folders for stories, articles, and ideas with labels such as: "Must
Use Next Issue," "Interesting If We Have Space," and "Short
Fillers." Story ideas for each month can be found in the public
relations planning calendar, obtainable from state associations or
the NEA's Publications-Sales Section.

Advance reminders of annual events can be jotted down and
dropped in the tickler file, including such reminders as a welcome

5
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7
to new teachers (September); American Education Week (No-
vember); Salute to Retiring Teachers (June); elections (both
association and public), opening and closing of the state legisla-
ture, membership drives; award ceremonies; annual scholarship
presentations, conventions, meetings, workshops; merit system or
promotion examination dates.

News services. The state association is a good source of
news. Local association editors should ask to be placed on the
mailing list of the state association's division of public relations
and the NEA's Membership Development Section to receive reg-
ular or periodic releases.

Membership in the Educational Press Association is almost
a "must" for local education associations. An annual $25 mem-
bership brings the monthly Edpress Newsletter, plus periodic in-
formation on postal rates, editorial shortcuts, tips on printing, etc.
It also entitles the local publication to display the Edpress em-
blem and be included in an annual evaluation session designed
to offer improvement tips. Membership information is available

14 from Ronald Mc Brine, Executive Secretary, Edpress, School of
Journalism, Newhouse Communications Center, Syracuse Univer-
sity, Syracuse, N.Y. 13210.

The National School Public Relations Association publishes
a weekly newsletter, Education USA, which provides current in-
formation on the national education scene. Cost and subscription
information ma} be obtained by writing to NSPRA, 1201 Six-
teenth St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Weston Cate, executive secretary of the Vermont Education
Association, is conducting a newsletter experiment. local associa-
tions arc supplied with a single sheet containing mimeographed
state and national news on the reverse side. The local then fills
the front side with local news.

Editor's personal contacts. Local association editors should
keep close tabs on three people in the association: the president,
who hears about many things and gets on some significant mailing
lists, the immediate past president, who offers many of the same
advantages because people are used to telling him things and
because it takes time to get mailinE, lists changed; and the former
newsletter editor.
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Newsletter editors also need a good contact in the central
offices of the school district, a friend in city hall, and a pal in
the local community newspaper editorial room. One association
editor, after three months on the job, explained she "loved it
because being editor and reporter is just like having a hunting
license; I get to ask lots of questions and nobody thinks I'm being
an officious busybody."

Keep-the Audience in Mind

Most newsletters are published with a view toward what the
editor and staff feel members want to know and should know.
To double-check that feeling, and to make sure the association
publication meets the needs of members, each publication's annual
schedule should include an assessment of reader opinion about the
publicationits purpose, content, and how well it meets the needs
of the members for whom it is intended.

National magazines have found that the simplest survey often
gives editors answers sufficient to indicate what interests readers.
To check on potential readership of articles planned for publica-
tion, for example, editors can show a list of article titles or head-
lines to a sampling of teachers. "Which articles would you read?"
is all that needs to be asked. Reader response to titles seems to be
an ample predictor of how many people will read an article when
it appears in the publication. (A reader opinion survey form is
included in Appendix B of this booklet.)

It has been said that the difference between an amateur and
a professional ptiblication editor is that the amateur thinks of his
story while the professional thinks of his audience.

Local association editors have two things in their favor: first,
they are close to their audience and can avoid writing over the
reader's head or writing "down" to him. Second, local newsletter
editors know a large number of their readers personally. That's
another important asset in establishing rapport.

Good advice for an editor, then, is to ask himself: as a
member of this association, would this news interest me? If the
answer is "No," he shouldn't use it. If the answer is "Yes," the
story should be written.

17
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Keep the Writing Simple, Clear

Regardless of the audience, newsletters and other publica-
tions will have a much greater readership if written simply.
Robert Jacobson says:

Since the education newsletter is a unique breed of printed
matter it should neither look nor read like a newspaper,
magazine, pamphlet, book, or doctoral dissertation. It
should look and read like . . . a letter from home . . . a pat
on the back . . . a friendly handshake.

Even though teachers are professional people and are used
to the language of the profession, here are a few good tips from
an editor to editors:

Use short words.. Write short sentences, short paragraphs.
Two sentences make a good paragraph in a news story. However,
some variety in paragraph length helps prevent monotony.

Be brief. Almost every news story can be written on one or
two double-spaced typewritten pages.

16 Always give exact dates: "April 3" rather than "next Thurs-
day" or "tomorrow." Specify "May" not "next month." And
double-check that date and day of the week on a calendar.

List the address as well as the name of a meeting place. The
reader may never have heard of the place.

Never use a word in a story that would not be used in every-
day conversation. Never use a ten-cent word if a good five-cent
one will do.

Forget about adjectives when writing a news story. Don't
say the meeting was outstanding, or a speaker dynamic. If either
is worthy of special mention, describe the meeting or relate the
gist of what the speaker had to say.

When using figures in a story, be consistent. As a general
rule, spell out numbers from one to nine, then use numerals
from 10 on. If a sentence begins with a numeral, spell it out.

When the draft of a story is finished, go over it and cross
out all the unnecessary adjectives and other words that frequently
are unnecessary"the," "a," "an," etc.

Repeat: be consistent. Is it "inservice" or "in-service,"
"dropout" or "drop-out," "preschool" or "pre-school," "coun-

A.
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sclor" or "counsellor"? Make a decision based on observation,
experience, and discussion with colleagues, and then stick to it.

A good stylebook is needed to help in decisions about capi-
talization, headlines, and handling names. The NEA Style Man-
ual for Writers and Editors or the style manual of the Associated
Press are commonly used for association publications. The NEA
manual (stock no. 381-11670) may be ordered for $1 from Pub-
lications-Sales, NEA, 1201 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036.

And, for heaven's sake, a publication written and issued by
educators should be a model of good spelling and proper punctua-
tion. Gct a good dictionary and use it, all of the time.

A well-edited publication is like a well-groomed individual.
Publish that way.

The Five W's

Every textbook on journalism says the same thing: five points
are important to a good news storyWho, What, When Where,
and Why. If possible, a sixth, How, should often be included.
Start out with the most important one of the W's; then work in
the others. In basic news writing, it is important to get all these
points into the first paragraph or two, the "lead," of the story. A
good lead captures the attention of the reader and draws him into
the rest of the story. Each succeeding paragraph should be of
declining importance:

WHO WHAT WHEN

WHERE WHY

(and sometimes HOW)

For help in writing, see booklets #6, A Primer in Publicity,
and #9, Press, Radio, and TV Tips, of this "PR Bookshelf" series.

19
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Study What others Are Doing

It's a good idea now and then to make an informal com-
parative study of association publications. This gives a local
association editor an idea of the activities of other associations
and also gives him a chance to learn from both the good and
bad publication ideas of others.

Brooke B. Todd, Jr., art and design consultant, Washing-
ton, D.C., suggests that an editor select several publications for
study and begin by asking the questions: "What makes the appeal
stronger in some than in others? Are they presenting a good
image to their members?"

He suggests specific things to look for:
I. Does the publication look well organized?
2. Is there continuity, or is each page a surprise in itself?
3. Are the illustrations distracting, or do they help make

the articles more understandable?
4. Are the photographs clear? Do they make the article

more interesting? Are they large enough and placed on the page
in a pleasing design?

5. Ts the headline type large enough, too large, or too
varied for continuity? Is the body type large enough to be
easily read? Are too many different typefaces used?

6. If color is used, is there too much? Arc there too many
"arty" borders? Is the color -pleasing in tone? Does it add to
the effect desired?

7. Does it look more like an old, typical school publica-
tion than a professional publication?

Layout DO'S and Don't's

In the February 1965 issue of Association Management,
Todd outlined practical layout advice for beginning publication
editors:

Use sound judgment. Don't select a format for your publi-
cation that you know from the outset you can't afford.
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Tailor your format along well-organized, simple lines. I am
reminded of the story of the smart young lad who, knowing
his capability at the piano and finding himself included in
a recital, decided it was the better part of valor to play
Chopsticks very well rather than Chopin very poorly.

He offered these "don't's" for editors not experienced in publica-
tion design:

1. Stay away from tricky layouts and fancy borders. "Arty
pages," unless done by a skilled designer, detract from
the printed word.

2. Do not use illustrations unless they arc good and unless
they contribute to the article. You don't need them as
fillers; the white space, uncluttered white space, is more
desirable.

3. Avoid using color indiscriminately. Be conservative.
4. Don't use letters one under the other to spell out any-

thing. We do not read from top to bottom; we read
across from left to right. Our letters were designed to
be used that way.

5. In a multiword title, it is never advisable to put each
word on a separate line, indenting each word under the
other to create a staggered effect from left to right.

6. Never print copy over a seal or photograph. It defeats
both: the seal or photograph can't be seen, and the
copy is difficult to read.

7. Avoid using a printer whose work is questionable, even
if he is the low bidder.

8. Personal likes and dislikes should be analyzed. Re-
member, you are creating the publication for others.

9. Don't ever stop trying to improve the publication.

And Todd counters with some "do's."

1. Do try to make the publication well organized and easy
to'rcad, thereby creating the image of a well-organized
association.

*21
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Make layouts and writing produce the most interest
and information possible.

3. Use easily readable type, without too much bold type
throughout. (A publication is not a billboard.)

4. Use good photographs. Be sure that when several peo-
ple are in a photo it is large enough so all can be
recognized. The more people in a photo, the larger it
should be.

5. Certain features used in each issue, such as letters to
the editor or the calendar of events, should have a
designed head used regularly and should appear in the
same place each time.

6. Make every effort to have the publication reach the
members at the same time each month. It builds up
anticipation rather than surprise.

The noted art and design consultant adds a postscript:

There is something very exciting about creating. The
single most important thing to remember is: if you keep in
mind what you arc trying to accomplishwith a page, an
article, or a magazineand use common sense as your guide,
you stand a very good chance of achieving your goal.

Printing Tips and Budget Battles

How much does it cost to publish an association newsletter?
That depends on the number of members for whom the

publication is intended, the sizc of thc publication, and the method
and frequency of reproduction.

There are a number of methods available and new ones are
constantly being developed. "Some of thc more common methods
are ditto or spirit duplicator, mimeograph, multigraph, multilith,
and photo-offset printing. If these methods are unfamiliar to
you, ask a printing teachci or a company salesman for informa-
tion and cost figures. Mimeofax and Xerox are introducing a
new electronic method which permits automatic typesetting and
reproduction of photographs.
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Nearly every educator is familiar with the ditto or the spirit
duplicator process. Copy can be typed, headlines typed or hand
lettered, and simple line drawings used, but not photographs. A
major fault with the ditto is that copies are sometimes unread-
able because someone tries to get too many copies from one
master.

Mimeograph machines are better than ditto for newsletters.
Headlines are best done on a typewriter, but they do not stand
out from the body copy very well. Hand-lettered headlines can
be drawn with a stylus. Local distributors of mimeograph equip-
ment can explain the latest improvements. Smoother, harder
paper can now be used with some mimeograph machines; some
can print with two or more colored inks simultaneously.

Photographs can be reproduced with a multilitha small
office offset duplicating machinebut they are not as good as
those produced from more expensive printing processes. Multi-
lith reproduces anything that can be written, lettered, typed, or
printed and has the added advantage of printing in color.

Offset printing on larger offset presses involves preparation
of paste-ups which are photographically reproduced on negatives
and plates. Photographic reproductions are usually excellent.
Local associations printing over 1,000 copies of a newsletter are
urged to compare production costs between mimeograph and
offset printing. Very often, a local printer can produce a better
looking publication by offset, complete with photos, at less cost
than a mimeographed version of the same publication, without
photographs.

Now, how to pay for the costs of publishing a newsletter.
Three common methods are available to most associations:

(a) a budget allowance from the dues income; (b) sale of
advertising; and (c) a combination of dues allowance and
advertising revenue.

If the publication is dittoed or mimeographed, costs are
nominal and dues should support it. But printed publications
are a different story. Advertising may be necessary to defray
a major part of the cost. Chances are the publication, with adver-
tising, will have a more flexible layout and be more attractive.
But if advertisements are to be used, definite policies should be
established by the editorial committee with regard to space
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allocation, where and how much, and the type of advertising
to be accepted.

Advertising should be sold on the basis of what it will do
for the advertiser, not on "goodwill" or "helping out the teach-
ers." The latter does not present a very attractive public image
of the teaching profession to the business community.

How To Distribute the Newsletter

Some associations will be able to use the school system's
mailing distribution for circulation of the newsletter to members.
Certain disadvantages may be inherent in this method of distri-
bution, however.

A local association's position on an issue may make it
impractical to send that publication through the regular school
mail. Or there may be times when the district mailing system

22
is so overburdened that the association newsletter may not be
delivered on time. Or school clerical personnel may be too
busy to circulate the newsletter to each teacher on the day the
publication reaches the school.

In any event, utilizing school district mailing facilities re-
quires a careful coordination of mailing dates so there will be
no conflict. District mailings are always going to take precedence,

Some associations find it advantageous to make direct mail-
ings to members. Local editors should discuss mailing possi-
bilities with local postal officials in order to determine the lowest
possible rate for which they qualify.

For example, second-class publications must be issued and
mailed at a known office of publication; must be on printed
sheets (not ditto or mimeograph); must be published regularly,
and not less than four times a year; and must be mailed in
quantities of not less than 300. A fee to accompany applications
for second-class mailing starts at $30 for circulations of not
more than 2,000. Third-class regulations require fewer than 200
pieces ta--be mailed at single-piece mailing rates, with mailing
prepared in accordance with strict postal specifications. Over 200
pieces may qualify forbulk-mailing rates. A $30 fee must be
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paid each calendar year for a third-class permit, plus a $15 fee
for a permit to mail under the permit imprint system.

The biggest problems in mailing most often are addressing
the copies and keeping the mailing list current. In associations
that do not have paid staff, volunteers will have to develop and
maintain the mailing list (both internal and external); address
each copy; and fold. stamp, and deliver each issue to the post
office. Talk about involvement of all memberspreparing an
association publication for distribution to all members requires
a number of willing volunteers!

The central point is that good association newsletters or
newspapers require the concern and hard work of many teachers.
From the formation of editorial policy through the reporting,
writing, printing, and distribution stages, an association publi-
cation is a "togetherness" project.

A good newsletter is one of the most visible, necessary, and
appreciated services an active association can offer its members.
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Every newsletter should have a "flag" or "masthead" or official heading. It contains
the essential information and Is most often placed at the top of the front page.
Other essential information can be placed at another location, such as the bottom
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reverse side. The front page of the attractive, singlesheet newsletter of the Toledo
(Ohio) Education Association is shown on the tell. The reverse side of the sheet ispictured above.
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LirgikAt Eivuc.aforiarT
11r%

Dateline: Waehisgten, D.C.

July 10, 1240

RESPONSIILE MILITANCY MARKS NEA CONVENTION

bettorts at the minuet Notional Educetien Assn. (SEA) convention in Philadelphia
seer sssss a now attitude this year --"Let.e cut out the horeept0y and get dawn to
buelnass." mi. feeling of eariousnees and militancy teopersd-wlth repotsibtlity
pernthe six-day convention and culednated im te election of a moderate liberal,
Metes gals of Nashville, Tana., ae president-elect. The 6,800 official dalegetes- -

102 of whom yore attending their first SEA cooveorloo - -Reds it clear that they want a

etre/01114d convention next year is San Francisco, which emits frills and gets right
to eerie. tut.. Delegate. also motel to the cast mad hoopla of coeventioo ces-
palges by setting a lilt on caspaign expenditures of 510,000 far president and $3,000

for executive committee members.

The NG dolomite. refused to b. rubber stamp. may rejected a report supporting
the yea-round school concept baceuie only one somber if the study comnittee was
clam.. teacher. They supported the SEA adsleistratioo plea for an annual dual
creeae of $10 Men $15 to S25), effective 1970-71, after hearing about an SEA flout-
clot crisis which has already curtailed sons /regimes. (NEA Executive Secretary Sala

N. Lambert reported a lots of 67,000 NEA member. for 11611-0, attributed to so sealer
SS due. Entrees., lout and state duos hike., end intrigued NSA nilitancy.) Rut sup-

port came only dater delegetes asked where the money would s.e mir now go/nimbi;
spirit iglu defeated an attempt by the ultra - liberals and urban Interests to hold

constitutional cooventleo oast summer to revasp totally the NIA structure. The dele-

gates .{reed in principle, but first they want a comiesion, which is 751 eta/wool:
tschars, to tell thee how such it will coat and how it will operate.

SEA delegate.. in an unusual .how of lonediete action, celled en the Ntsca Admin.

titration to back down from any seftening of "hoot ......... Mon guidelines. Thin

delegate. went on record supporting sex education, rejecting proosel to sllov
parents to withdraw their children from sax education ?regress. The delegetes meted

that growing extremist attacks om oducstienel ?roarer and pollees are "a thinly
veiled political attack on public oducetion !teal!." They narrowly defeated reso-
lution asking that federal aid be limited to public echoele. Other resolutions called

for transferring Indian educetios to public school systems within five peers, full

eupport of the migrant worker's struggle for eau./ troetoest and the right of etudeats
"to Wticipmt. le the governance Id the school, collage, and university." lambert

added that high schools Sr. willing to clung. but "we ere net about to turn the eecen.

dory schools over to the students." Delegates ecceptad report from the NEA Tea

Porte an Urban Education supportiag decentraliration, particularly in big cities.

NSA leedere promised that the risniretion is going to 'tart moving at the loud

levet. Lambert said first priority for dues Wm:is funds will 'nationwide net-

irof local staff" of 3,000 to 5,000 parsons. RA tic:tient George D. riecher called

:sr shared field staff for SEA and lust affiliates: "one staff son for every 2.000

Mechem" Although the dalsgetea rejected any "dialogue" with the American federation
of Teacherd (A71), nether sulfa anti thin merger diecussiois could begin at the local

level and predicted an NEA -Aft merger within 10 years.

(4,04 I. Now.1

271

Formats similar to Education U.S.A. (shown above) and the Kiplingar Washington Letter
are simple, and the style can be easily copied. Note that the copy appears to be
right out of a typewriter so that the reader gets the Impression that it is timely or "hot."
The underlining of the topic sentences gives the reader a clue on what the paragraph Is
about. This highly successful type of format, which uses practically no layout tech.
niques, helps prove the point that topnotch copy, or content, is paramount.
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Appendix B

A SAMPLE SURVEY
FOR AN ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER

As you know, the newslettcr is issued biweekly to keep you
posted on news and events which we fed would be of interest
to most members of the association.

In order to meet the needs and interests of members more
adequately with regard to the content of this Newsletter, we
would like your opinions.

Would you take a moment to answer the following ques-
tions? You need not sign your name. Fold this, with your com-
ments and suggestions, and place it in the designated box in the
office of your school. All responses will be returned to the
editor for tabulation. A summary of responses to this question-
naire will be published in a future issue of the Newsletter.

Your help will be appreciated in our attempts to keep you
informed of events of interest to all of us.

1. What type of information contained in the Newsletter do you
find most interesting?

2. What type of information do you find in the Newsletter that
is not very interesting to you?

3. What would you like to see in the Newsletter that has not
yet been covered?

4. Is there anything else we can do to improve our communica-
tion with you?
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Appendix C

A SELF-EVALUATION CHECKLIST
FOR LOCAL ASSOCIATION PUBLICATIONS

This material is a special feature of the Edpress News-
letter, published by the Educational Press Association of
America, School of Journalism, Newhouse Communications
Center, Syracuse University, Syracuse, N.Y. 13210 as a
service to its member publications. Membership informa-
tion sent on request.

(If you use this checklist, BE HONEST. Nobody but you need
ever see your answers, and there are no "right" answers to many
of the questions. Honest answers should, however, lead you to
a better publication, one of which you and your association can
be proud.) *

I. Who's Your Publication for?

Is it intended . . .

1. Primarily for members or association leaders9
2. For all teachers?

3. For the general public?

4. For some segment of the general public, such
as parents 9 voters 9 taxpay-
ers 9 the community power structure

9

5. For people outside your community?
6. Other

H. What's Your Publication for?

1. To push, advance, or promote association ac-
tivity or policy?

* Of course you may check more than one.
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To keep the members informed (a) as mem-
bers or (b) as teachers?

3. To tell what the teachers and the schools are
doing?

4. To "unify" the teaching staff?

5. To help improve professional service?

6. To create good public attitudes toward the
schools?

7. To report on county 9 state 9

national ? matters?

III. What Do You Print?

1. Is it carefully planned . . .

a. Under a written or clearly understood set
of policies?

b. By a responsible committee?

c. By an editor with full authority?

2. Reread your answers to I and II above. Re-
read your last issuc. NOW . . .

a. Does each piece of copy "fit in with" your
readers and purposes?

b. Will your readers find each piece of copy
new, fresh, and timely?

c. Is each piece of copy complete and factu-
ally correct?

d. Have you covered all items that should
reasonably be included?

3. Have you checked all likely sources for copy
and ideas?

4. Do you have editorials ? a president's
message 9 a humor column
a word from the superintendent 9 let-

ters to the editor 9 If you have them,
do they serve yourand your readers'
purposes?
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IV. How's Your Copy Written?
1. Is it readable? (Try reading it aloud.)

a. 'Does it get right down to business?
b. Are most sentences short_____? Are

they varied, 9

c. Have you overused adjectives 9

passive voice 9

d. Are the individual pieces too long?
c. Is there any jargon likely to be unfamiliar

to your readers?
1. Is the copy as bright and interesting as

you can make it?
2. Is your copy carefully edited?

a. Have you as editor considered every bit
of copy as a whole 9 paragraph
by paragraph 9 sentence by sen-
tence ? word by word 9

b. For effectiveness ? accuracy
9 possible improvement 9

3. Are the headlines suited to your type of
publication?
a. Are they interesting and lively (enough

verbs)?
b. Arc they fair to the stories they head?
c. Are they large enough to attract reader

attention?

V. What's Not There?

L Have you "ducked" any significant issues?
2. Have you sought local angles on your stories?
3. Have you included enough' names (with first

name, initial, spelled correctly)?

VI. How Does Your Publication Look?

f mimeographed or offset from typewritten copy:
I. Is the effect clean and neat?
2. Do you use two sides or one side? Which is

best for you?
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3. Is your paper of good quality and heavy
enough?

4. Does your publication look "too solid"?
a. Are the lines too long for easy reading/
b. Is there enough planned "white spacc"/
c. Is the newsletter too thickwould thinner

and more often be better?
d. Have you used boxes, borders, or other

devices to break it up?
e. Have you any drawings, sketches, or

illustrations?
If printed whether letterpress or offset from
type:

1. Is your type large enough for easy reading/
2. Is your paper the most suitable for your pur-

pose?
3. Do your stories fit, or are there many little

runovers?
4. Are there "widows" or short hanging lines

that look awkward?
5. Is the newsletter's overall size the best for

your purpose ? Does it allow you
some flexibility in makeup 9

6. Do you use pictures and illustrations?

In any case . . .

1. Is your total effect interesting and pleasing/
a. Do you lean to a dull gray or to scream-

ing contrasts?
b. If you use color, are you using it well/
c. Are your general proportions good or

awkward?

VII. How's Your Art?
1. Is each illustration carefully chosen to make

a point?
2. Does each illustration tell a story by itself or

illustrate copy well?
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3. Have you cropped your pictures to elitninate
wasted space?

4. Is the "screen" on your pictures suitable for
your paper (ask the printer)?

5. Do you give the information a reader needs
about each picture?

6. Do your pictures fit the column width, or do
they look "borrowed"?

. 7. Are they large enough to be meaningful?
8. Do they look crowded in by type?
9. If you use a cover, does it justify itself?

a. Does it say something important?
b. Does it identify your publication?
c. Does it give the information a reader ex-

pects on a cover?

VIII. Who Gets Your Publication?

1. Have you reviewed your mailing or distribu-
tion list lately?

2. Does it cover the groups you checked under I/
3. If you use bulk distribution, does it really

work?'

4. If you mail, are addresses correct and up-to-
date (including zip codes)?

5. Are you using the best and cheapest mail.
rates (ask the postmaster)?

6. How long after you see your first copy be-
fore distribution is complete?

7. Do you send copies to your superintendent
9 board members 9 the lo-

cal library 9 your state association
NEA Edpress

8. Do you preserve a permanent file of old issues
somewhere?

9. Do you plan to use leftover copies to ad-
vantage?
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10. Does your makeup leave a planned place for
the address?

11. Do you really look for reader reactions
9 Have you had any readership

surveys 9

IX. What's Your Cost?

1. Are you realistic about your budget?
2. Is it high enough for you to do your job well?

3. What percent of member dues goes into pub-
lication ? Is this about right ?

4. Does the publication demand an unreason-
able amount of free service?

5. Have ydit weighed costs (and advantages)
of alternate methods of production?

If you accept advertising:
1. Are your rates high enough 9 Is the

net revenue worth the bother 9

2. Does it produce results for the advertisers
9 What's your evidence

3. Does your advertising look like "charity"
"with compliments of"?

4. Does your advertising build or lose goodwill
for your association?

X. Sheer Mechanics

1. Does the newsletter appear regularly and on
schedule?

2. Does it have a masthead?
a. Does it show the name of publication and

other essential information?
b. Is it attractive 9 Could it be Im-

proved

3. Does it show the full name and address of
your association 9 your community
and state ? the most important asso-
ciation officers 9 your own name and
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an address for the publication ? vol-
ume, number, and publication date 9

4. Have you included necessary credits and by-
lines?

5. Have you conceivably infringed libel or copy-
right laws?
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